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Customer Question:

WATER
Etc.

“I got a call from someone
saying they work for Tucson
Water and that I need to pay
my water bill or my water
would be cut off.”

“

Scam alert –
Tucson Water does
not ask for payment
or personal financial
information from
customers by phone.
Chris Rodriguez,
If your account is past
Administrator
due or there’s going to
Tucson Water
be a service interruption, Customer Service
we provide two written notifications. We follow
up those notices with an automated call asking
the account holder to contact Tucson Water
immediately.
By the way, Tucson Water employees will only
be at your home or business by appointment,
in uniform and in a marked City of Tucson
vehicle. Our employees will always be able to
provide identification.

inside this issue

Learn how innovative
technology and
teamwork detect and
prevent pipe failures
before they happen.
Water Program
Superintendent Paul
Acosta explains the
Pipeline Protection
Program.

”

Suspect a scam?
Verify your Tucson Water account &
service info
TWWebAcct1@tucsonaz.gov
or
(520) 791-3242
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Water Program Superintendent Paul
Acosta has reason to be excited and proud
about Tucson Water’s Pipeline Protection
Program. Utility representatives from San
Diego, Denver, Baltimore, Phoenix, Central
Arizona Project and beyond contact Acosta to
learn about the technology, staff and funds
required to launch a successful program that
prevents major water loss. Here the Arizona
native offers up some basics about the
complex Pipeline Protection Program:
“Tucson Water is number 1 in the nation
for using innovative technology to
assess and monitor breaks in large water
transmission lines. Those large pipes – 48”,
54”, 66”, 78”, 84” and 96” in diameter – are
the backbone of the system, delivering our
primary water resource.
“The Pipeline Protection Program alerts
Tucson Water staff in real time to potential
pipe failures. We detect problems quickly
and make repairs early, before a catastrophic
break. We protect lives and property, save
water supplies, and extend the life of the
pipe.”
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There are four important elements that make
the program work:
• Special pipe design of a steel cylinder with
an inner and outer concrete layer. The pipe is
wrapped with a prestressed wire system that
adds pressure. When a wire breaks, it means the
pipe’s integrity is compromised – and closer to
failure.
• Fiber optic cable inside the pipes detect and
locate noise from wire breaks and failures.
• Remote data acquisition system monitors the
pipes 24/7.
• The Tucson Water team triages data,
determines action, and makes repairs in the field.
“A noisy pipe is a bad pipe,” according to Acosta.
“When wires wrapping the pipe break, they create
noise – noise transmitted by the fiber optic cables
to the data system. I constantly receive email
alerts about noise on pipe segments. When a pipe
segment reaches certain noise and break limits,
we locate and repair. We can locate a potential
underground pipe break within a meter.”
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“Two people are dedicated to the Pipeline Protection
Program but we can expand to a team of 13 people that
includes utility and corrosion technicians, confined space
entry experts, a site supervisor and manager.
“The program works. We’ve averted five major pipeline
failures since the program started in 2006. This has
helped us avoid millions in emergency repair costs,
much more than our initial $5 million investment. In
August 2012, we detected and prevented a 96”-diameter
transmission failure. Our last repair was September 2017.

“We’re innovating by installing secondgeneration fiber optic cables that are
skinnier and can transmit over more miles.
“Tucson Water runs an efficient
program. We repair, not replace, 90% of
this specialized pipe by wrapping high
tension cables around existing pipe or
inserting a pipe within a pipe. That also
means less system down time, and less
stress on customers, pipes and staff.”

Tucson Water’s Pipeline Protection Program
1

Fiber Optic Cable
Transmit noise and
identify locations of
pipe wire breaks.

2

3

Unique Pipe Design
Thin steel pipe with an inner
and outer concrete layer that is
wrapped with prestressed wire.
Wire breaks create noise.

4

Remote Data Acquisition System
Receives acoustic data 24/7.

Tucson Water Team
Triage data, validate wire
failure, & repair pipe –
before a major break.
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YOUR

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

UTILITIES

WASTE WATER

CIT Y OF TUCSON ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Rally the neighbors to Team Up to Clean Up!
Tucson’s Environmental & General Services Department
(EGSD) makes it easy and free to clean up your
neighborhood’s yards, alleys and vacant lots. Gather
members of your neighborhood association, HOA, or at
least 10 neighbors and EGSD will

• Provide up to four roll-off dumpsters for debris,
green waste, and more
• Haul the debris away at no charge
Go to tucsonaz.gov/es/neighborhood-cleanups for guidelines, scheduling, and more.

PIMA COUNT Y WASTE WATER RECL AMATION

Your utilities services statement includes fees for your water, environmental services, and wastewater.
Environmental Services (ES) (520) 791-3171 or visit tucsonaz.gov/environmental-services
Pima County Regional Wastewater Reclamation Department (PCRWRD) (520) 724-6609 or visit pima.gov/wastewaterreclamation
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